ABSTRACT Compressive sensing (CS) provides a new paradigm for correlated data processing and transmission over wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In this paper, we take a new look to investigate the performance of CS for data gathering from the perspective of in-network computation. We formulate the problem of computing random projections for CS in WSNs as in-network function computation in random geometric networks. We focus on the design and performance analysis of the protocols that are efficient in terms of computation complexity. We first propose an efficient tree-based computation protocol with an optimal refresh rate and characterize the scaling laws of energy and latency requirements, which show that it can reduce energy consumption and latency compared with the traditional approach. Then, we present a more efficient block computation protocol by considering the correlations of temporal measurements in function computation to improve the performance in terms of refresh rate and energy consumption. We also devise a gossip-based scheme to improve the robustness of function computation, which is able to distribute computation results to all the nodes throughout the network. We show that the proposed protocol can improve upon the existing gossip-based schemes in terms of energy consumption. Finally, simulation results are also presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks consisting of a large number of nodes, are usually deployed in a large region for environmental monitoring, security and surveillance. Such networks are typically designed to sense a field of interest, process sensed values, and transport data to one or multiple sink(s). Recently, there has been increasing attention to the research field of distributed computation of functions over WSNs [1] - [5] . However, most of the relevant works have focused on distributed function computation which only captures some limited statistical qualities (e.g., average/maximum/median). In many WSN applications, a sink is desired to obtain all the measurements with an allowed distortion when the sensed data exhibits spatial or temporal correlations [6] . For this issue, the information theoretic approach to optimal function computation is to exploit the correlations of measurements, which is known as the Slepian-Wolf approach [7] . However, such an approach is difficult to be applied in WSNs since the prior knowledge about the characteristics of the underlying data distribution should be known in advance. In this paper, we revisit the issue above with a compressive sensing based technique from the perspective of in-network function computation.
Compressive sensing, as a signal processing technique, provides a new framework for correlated data processing and transmission over a WSN. Compressive sensing allows for signal recovery with high probability from a small number of random projections, i.e., random linear combinations of measurements, as long as the signal is sparse or compressible under a certain domain [8] . Compressive sensing computes several rounds of random projections and performs a recovery algorithm to reconstruct the original data. However, how to efficiently compute random projections over networks is still a key issue for the application of CS. To address this problem, we take a new look from the perspective of in-network computation for computing random projections in wireless sensor networks. We address the following questions: how can we efficiently compute the given function and route the computation results to the destination(s); what is the scaling laws of energy and latency requirements to compute such a function over a WSN; and what is the performance improvement compared to the traditional approach without considering the correlations of measurements.
In this paper, we focus on the design of in-network function computation protocols with CS and performance analysis with an aim of recovering an approximation of sensed data. We propose efficient computation protocols for centralized and distributed fashions, respectively. In the centralized fashion, we propose tree-based protocols for noiseless random networks, where sensor nodes collect data, compute the function and forward the computation results towards the destination. In the distributed fashion, we propose a gossip-based computation protocol, where computation results can be available at each node and an approximation of data can be recovered by querying some nodes.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We formulate the problem of computing random projections for CS as in-network function computation in random geometric networks under the physical interference model. We construct a multiround random linear function as the target function, and devise efficient protocols for evaluating such a function computation in noiseless wireless networks.
• We propose a tree-based computation protocol and analyze the scaling laws of computation complexity in terms of energy consumption and latency in a random geometric network. We show that the proposed protocol can achieve an optimal refresh rate (1/m) with (n √ m/ log n) transmissions and max{ (m), ( √ n/ log n)} time slots in a network of n nodes, which obtains a gain improvement of (n/m) over the traditional protocol for computing the identity function [4] , where m is the number of random projections required for spatial data recovery. The analytical results also show that compared to the traditional approach, the proposed CS-based approach can save energy and reduce latency by a factor of ( √ n/m) and ( √ n log n), respectively.
• We propose a block computation protocol by considering the temporal correlations of measurements, which can achieve an optimal refresh rate ( N Mm ) using (Mn m log n ) transmissions and max{ (Mm), ( √ n/ log n)} time slots, where N is the length of the temporal measurements for one block computation and M is the number of random projections required for temporal data recovery. The analytical results show that the proposed protocol improves the refresh rate by a factor of (N /M ) and further reduces transmission cost by a factor of (N /M ) compared to the protocol without block computation.
• We propose an efficient gossip-based computation protocol with sparse random projections and derive the bounds of energy consumption for recovering an approximation of n data in WSNs. We show that the proposed protocol can improve upon the schemes using randomized gossip and broadcast gossip through theoretical analysis. Simulation results are also presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed protocol. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the related work on in-network computation in random networks. In Section III, we introduce the basic theory of CS, give the problem formulation and the network model used in the paper. In Section IV, we propose tree-based computation protocols and analyze the computation complexity. In Section V, we propose a gossip-based protocol for function computation, and derive the bounds of energy consumption. In Section VI, we carry out simulations to investigate the performance of the proposed protocols. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In-network computation has been extensively studied in the past few years. Giridhar and Kumar [1] studied the computation of divisible functions and symmetric functions over noiseless sensor networks. Khude et al. [4] analyzed the scaling laws for time and energy complexity of type-threshold functions computation over noiseless sensor networks. Distributed computing in noisy networks was initially investigated by El Gamal [10] under a noisy broadcast network model. In the sequel, function computation was studied in noisy broadcast networks and in noisy random geometric networks [5] , [11] - [13] , respectively. However, most of works are largely concerned with computing some certain functions with limited statistical qualities, such as max, mean, and sum functions. In addition, the network computing problem using network coding was investigated in [14] and [15] . Different from most previous works, we study function computation with CS which allows to recover sparse or compressible signal from final computation results. More importantly, we investigate the performance of in-network computation in terms of refresh rate, energy consumption and latency, whereas most previous works are concerned only with energy consumption.
On the other hand, the applications of compressive sensing for data gathering have been studied in several papers [16] - [27] . Luo et al. [16] proposed a compressive data gathering (CDG) scheme using CS in a large scale wireless sensor network and showed that the proposed scheme can substantially increase network capacity. Zheng et al. [17] proposed a CS-based data gathering scheme associated with routing and scheduling algorithms and proved that the proposed scheme can achieve optimal network capacity. Quer et al. [18] presented an effective framework that combined CS and Principle Component Analysis (PCA) for data gathering in a real WSN deployment. Xie and Jia [19] proposed a clustering method using hybrid CS to reduce transmission cost for wireless sensor networks, where the nodes in a cluster transmit the original data to the cluster head without using CS method, but data transmission among the clusters to the sink is via CS technique. In [20] , they also proposed a heuristic algorithm to compute the Minimum Transmission Tree (MTT) with utilizing sparse random projections for data collection to reduce the number of transmissions. Xiang et al. [21] proposed a greedy algorithm to iteratively compute an optimal tree with hybrid CS based on the network topology. Liu et al. [22] proposed an opportunistic routing algorithm with CS for data gathering by using the principle of non-uniform sparse random projections. Zhao et al. [23] presented a treelet-based clustered data gathering scheme including a clustered routing algorithm combination with a treelet transform for the sake of the reduction of energy consumption. Zheng et al. [24] proposed a CS-based approach with random walk routing algorithm for data gathering, which is based on the theory of expander-based CS to construct a random matrix with non-uniform distribution. Qi et al. [25] proposed a hybrid security and CS-based scheme for sensor data gathering with high security and compression efficiency. Nguyen et al. [26] proposed a clustering CS-based data gathering scheme in WSNs, where they analyzed the optimal number of clusters to achieve minimum power consumption. Quan et al [27] proposed a neighbor-aided compressive sensing scheme for efficient data collection in WSNs, which can achieve high recovery performance while requiring much fewer transmissions. However, few works above investigate the performance of data gathering with CS under a realistic physical interference model. Moreover, different from the above works which only focus on the analysis of energy consumption, we consider the cell scheduling with pipelined fashion to reduce data gathering latency. Furthermore, different from the most existing works, we characterize the scaling laws of energy consumption, latency and refresh rate from the perspective of function computation with CS in our scheme.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. COMPRESSIVE SENSING BASICS
Compressive sensing, as a novel technique for signal acquisition and processing, provides a new paradigm for compressing and transmitting sparse or compressible signals simultaneously over WSNs. Consider a WSN with n nodes measuring data in a sensing field. Let an n × 1 signal vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T denote the signal obtained by the nodes in the network. Suppose that in some n × n orthogonal basis = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n ), the signal x can be represented as
where θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) T is the coefficient vector of x in the basis . We reorder the coefficients θ i in decreasing magnitude such that
Definition 1 (Power-Law Decay Signal [8] , [32] ): A signal x is a power-law decay signal in the basis if for some fixed p and R the ith largest transform coefficient satisfies
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where p controls the compressibility of the transform coefficients (i.e., a smaller p implies faster decay). The best k-term approximation of x (obtained by keeping the k largest coefficients and setting the others to zero) is
We say that x is compressible in when the mean squared approximation error behaves like
for some fixed constant C r > 0 that only depends on p, where the parameter p controls the compressibility of x in . Since the characteristic of data distribution in WSNs is usually not known in advance, the coefficients θ i are not easy to compute directly and thus the k most significant coefficients are difficult to obtain. In order to avoid this problem, we can make use of the theory of CS. For the signal x, we obtain the compression version y through a measurement matrix , i.e., y = x, where is an m × n (m n) random matrix following some properties. Each element y i in the vector y is called as a random projection, which can be computed as an inner product of the following form
where ij is the entry of random matrix . Note that when m < n, recovering an n-dimensional signal vector x from an m-dimensional compressive measurement vector y is an ill-posed problem. Since there exists spatial or temporal correlations for sensor data in many applications, it can be sparsely represented in some transform domain. Therefore, the recovering problem above is solvable when m satisfies a certain condition. The CS theory states that a compressible signal can be recovered from m = O(k log n) random projections with high probability through solving an 1 -minimization problem [32] :
The measurement matrix can be dense random matrices such as Gaussian or Bernoulli random matrices which follow the restricted isometry property (RIP) [32] . Wang et al. [33] also showed that a sparse random matrix, in which each
can also be used for data approximation recovery. The parameter s controls the fraction of nonzero entries in each row.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the scenario where the sink wants to collect data from n nodes in a WSN. At a sampling instant, node j takes a measurement x j . Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T denote the vector of measurements sampled by all the nodes, where x is compressible. As stated above, the processing of data collection with compressive sensing consists of two parts: computing random projections y and recovering the signal x from y, which correspond to computing (5) and solving (6), respectively. In fact, the former part can be viewed as the problem of in-network function computation. The target function can be represented as a multiround random linear function, which has the following form
where y is the vector of random projections received by the sink, i.e., y = (y 1 , . . . , y m ) T . The function F i can be written as F i = n j=1 ij x j when the ith random projection y i is computed, where ij are the entries of a random matrix. When the function F i is computed for m rounds, the multiround random linear function computation is completed.
In this paper, we focus on devising protocols to efficiently perform computation of such a function over a random geometric network in centralized and distributed fashions, respectively. To measure the efficiency of a computation protocol, we consider energy consumption and latency of a protocol, which are measured by the number of transmissions and the number of time slots that the protocol takes to complete one round of function computation, respectively. We also study the refresh rate of function computation (i.e., computation rate [1] ) in the centralized computation, which is defined as the number of times the function can be computed over a unit interval of time when a new set of measurements are available at sensor nodes at each successive function computation. We assume that each transmission consumes a fixed energy since each packet of the measurement contains a constant length. We also assume that data quantization errors can be negligible when computing random projections.
C. NETWORK MODEL
In this paper, we model a WSN as a random geometric graph (RGG) G(V , E), which consists of n nodes randomly deployed in a unit square. We assume all nodes share a common wireless channel and the transmission range of the nodes is denoted by r(n). We adopt the following physical interference model [34] .
Definition 2 (Physical Model): Let X i denote the location of node v i and |X i −X j | denote the Euclidean distance between node v i and node v j . A transmission from node v i to node v j is successful if the signal to interference and noise ratio at the receiving node is no less than a threshold β, i.e.,
where P i is the transmission power at node v i , α is the pass loss exponent, N 0 is noise power level and V s is the subset of nodes transmitting simultaneously. We define the maximum transmission distance of a node as r max . To ensure
. Furthermore, we set r = r max ρ to guarantee r max is larger than r, where ρ > 1 is an arbitrary constant.
D. CELL PARTITION AND SCHEDULING
We now introduce the cell partition method adopted in this work. The unit square is tessellated into cells with side length c n = √ 3 log n/n. In such a scheme, it has been proven that each cell is occupied by at least one node and each cell has (log n) nodes with high probability [35] . We restrict the transmissions only among horizontal and vertical cells, which means that for any node in one cell it can only communicate with the nodes in the left, right, up and down cells. Therefore, the transmission range of a node is set to be r(n) = √ 5c n = √ 15 log n/n which is the maximum distance between two arbitrary nodes in adjacent cells so that a node in a cell can communicate with any node in adjacent cells. A K 2 -TDMA cell scheduling scheme is adopted where K 2 colors are used to schedule cell transmissions. A super cell is composed of K × K cells. It has been proven that there exists a TDMA scheme such that one node per cell with the same color can simultaneously transmit a packet to the nodes in adjacent cells
α , where K can be a constant independent of n and ς (·) is the Riemann Zeta function [36] . Fig.1 describes an example of TDMA cell scheduling scheme with K = 3. Time is divided into equal size slots with each slot being allocated to one cell. The protocols using such a scheduling scheme can be oblivious in the sense that the transmission of a node is decided in advance without causing collisions in any time slot. Such a cell scheduling scheme has been commonly used in in-network function computation [5] .
IV. TREE-BASED COMPUTATION PROTOCOL WITH COMPRESSIVE SENSING IN NOISELESS RANDOM NETWORKS
In this section, we first propose a tree-based computation protocol to compute the multiround random linear function in noiseless random geometric networks and analyze the computation complexity of the protocol. In our previous work [9] , it can be easily observed that the computation bottleneck lies in the inter-cell protocol rather than the intra-cell protocol. To improve the efficiency of the inter-cell protocol, we propose a protocol that uses hybrid CS. We then investigate the impact of block computation by considering the temporal correlations of measurements to further reduce the communication cost in function computation.
A. TREE-BASED COMPUTATION WITH COMPRESSIVE SENSING
We divide the unit square into bins with length Lc n and width c n , as shown in Fig. 2 . All the bin heads in the square area and the sink form a spanning tree, where the sink is designated as the root, the vertices include all the bin heads and the links connect only between the adjacent bin heads, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The maximum depth of the spanning tree is
1) PROTOCOL
The proposed protocol is composed of two protocols: an intrabin protocol and an inter-bin protocol. In the intra-bin protocol, a node belonging to the bottom cell of a bin is randomly selected as a bin head. Then all the nodes belonging to the bin transmit data to the bin head through the shortest path routing strategy, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . In the inter-bin protocol, each bin head collects data from its child bin heads in a CS based manner. We now present the protocol in detail and the pseudo codes of the protocol are shown in Algorithm 1. repeat: for each active cell at each time slot 7: H j generates n ξ random coefficients τ i and computes the value y =
Algorithm 1 Tree-Based Computation Protocol
H j updates y τ j by computing (9);
9:
H j sends out y τ j to its parent; 10: until The sink obtains a linear combination with n measurements; 11: end for 12: The sink recovers all the raw data by solving (6).
(i) Intra-bin protocol: In the bottom cell of a bin, a node is randomly designated as a bin head. For each time slot, the nodes in each cell take turns to transmit data to its corresponding bin head through multi-hop using the shortest path routing strategy. By using the K 2 -TDMA scheduling scheme, it enables the bin heads in the cells with the same colors to collect data simultaneously from the nodes in the corresponding bins.
(ii) Inter-bin protocol: Now we describe how to compute the τ th multiround random linear function F τ , (i.e.,the τ th random projection) and deliver computation results along the tree to the sink. Let x τ i with i = 1, . . . , n ξ be the data collected by a bin head H j in the bin B j , where i is the index of nodes and n ξ is the number of nodes in the bin B j with n ξ = (L log n). Assume that the bin head H j is located in the lth (1 ≤ l ≤ L d ) level of the spanning tree. After the bin head H j receives the data y τ i sent by its children at the (l −1)th level, it generates n ξ random coefficients τ i , computes the value y =
and updates the received data by computing
and sends out y τ j to its parent, where BH (j) represents the child node set of H j in the spanning tree. When the distance of any two bin heads is larger than one-hop away, the measurements are relayed through the nodes in cells without CS operation. In this way, data is aggregated and computed along the tree towards the sink. This process is repeated for m rounds and the sink will receive m random projections.
(iii) The sink recovers all the raw data by solving (6) after collecting m random projections.
To recover the data, the sink needs to know the random vector . Similarly to [16] , we can adopt the following approach to generate random vector . However, the generation of is done only by the bin heads in our work instead of by each node in [16] . Firstly, before computation, the sink broadcasts a seed s to all the bin heads and each node sends its address to its corresponding bin head. For each bin head H i , it generates a seed s i for each node i in the corresponding bin using the seed s and the address of node i through a pseudo-random number generator. Then H i regenerates a series of random coefficients τ i for node i using the seed s i . Similarly, the sink can easily generate the random vector using the seed s and the addresses of the nodes. Thus, the communication overhead of can be ignored without incurring the extra overhead for during transmissions.
2) ANALYSIS
Theorem 1: In a noiseless random geometric network, there exists a protocol that computes the multiround random linear function with an optimal refresh rate (1/m), which requires (n √ m/ log n) transmissions and max{ (m), ( √ n/ log n)} time slots. Proof: We first analyze the computation complexity of the proposed protocol in terms of the number of transmissions and time slots. In the intra-bin protocol, each node firstly transmits data to its corresponding bin head through the shortest routing path strategy. Now we consider the transmission cost for each bin. The total number of transmissions N b for each bin can be computed as
due to the fact that it needs i transmissions for each node which is located in the ith cell ( the bin head is located in the 0th cell) to reach its corresponding bin head, and there are (log n) nodes in each cell. Therefore, it is easy to check that (Ln) transmissions suffice to complete all transmissions for the intra-bin protocol since there are ( n L log n ) bins in the entire network. According to the K 2 -TDMA scheduling scheme, concurrent transmissions can occur in different super cells, where each time slot is allocated to each node. Since each bin head needs to collect data from (L log n) nodes in each bin and the head takes one time slot out of K 2 time slots for its turn to receive one measurement, it follows that it requires (K 2 L log n) time slots for all the transmissions in the intra-bin protocol. In summary, it needs E 1 = (Ln) transmissions and T 1 = O(L log n) time slots for the intra-bin protocol.
Next, we consider the computation complexity in the interbin protocol. Since there are ( n L log n ) nodes in the spanning tree and each bin head needs m transmissions for computing each function F τ , it requires ( mn L log n ) transmissions in total to compute one round of function F. Here, we ignore the transmission cost of those routers which only need to relay the measurements since the cost it takes for them is no more than that of one branch of the tree. Now we consider the cell scheduling with pipelined fashion in the inter-bin protocol. Note that the depth of the tree is L d = ( √ n/ log n) and the time required to schedule all the bin heads at one level is (1) . Thus, the inter-bin protocol requires ( √ n/ log n) time slots to deliver the computation result of each function F τ from the bottom of the tree to the root. With pipelined transmission scheduling, computation and transmission of the function F τ can be simultaneously performed at different levels of the tree and routers. Therefore, the inter-bin protocol requires ( (m − 1) + ( √ n/ log n)) time slots, which corresponds to max{ (m), ( √ n/ log n)} in an order sense. Thus, the inter-bin protocol requires E 2 = ( mn L log n ) transmissions and T 2 = max{ (m), ( √ n/ log n)} time slots. From the above analysis, we know that the energy cost of the inter-bin protocol decreases, whereas that of the intracluster protocol increases with the length of a bin L. The total number of transmissions for our computation protocol is obtained by summing the energy cost required for the intrabin and inter-bin protocols as follows
where c 1 and c 2 are constants. To minimize the total number of transmissions E, we set dE dL = 0 and then obtain L = ( m log n ). Hence, the minimal number of transmissions for our protocol is E = (n m log n ). Then, the time required for the intra-bin protocol is ( √ m log n), which is smaller than (m) when m ≥ k log n. In summary, we can conclude that the proposed protocol requires E = (n m log n ) transmissions and
We now show that an optimal refresh rate (1/m) can be achieved by our proposed protocol using a pipelined scheduling scheme. In the intra-bin protocol, each node firstly transmit its data to the corresponding bin head. As discussed in [4] , the time required to schedule the transmissions in an area is of the order log n and the number of one-hop neighbor of per node one cell is of the order log n. Hence, the number of rounds required for receiving all the nodes in a bin is O(L). Recall that the total number of nodes in a bin is O(L log n). Therefore, the time required for all the rounds is O(L log n). Summarizing above, the intra-bin protocol takes O(L log n) time slots.
In the inter-bin protocol, random measurements are transmitted from bin heads to the sink along the spanning tree. Since each cell where the bin head is located has a bounded number of adjacent cells and each bin head has a bounded number of interfering neighbors, the time required to schedule the transmissions of all the bin heads at one level of the tree is O (1) . Note that the transmissions of the bin heads and routers can operate in a pipelined fashion, which means that these heads can simultaneously transmit data without interfering with each other. Since each head has to transmit m times for one round of computation, it needs to take O(m) time slots to start the next round of computation. Therefore, the time for the two successive computation of the function
Thus, the number of time slots that the two successive function F can be computed is O(m), which implies that an (1/m) refresh rate of computation can be achieved by our protocol. For the upper bound, the sink has to collect O(m) random projections to recover the raw data for one round, which means that the sink would take at least (m) time slots to receive computation results before starting the next round of computation. Thus, it implies the O(1/m) refresh rate. It can be seen that the proposed computation protocol can achieve the upper bound of the refresh rate in an order sense. Consequently, the proposed protocol can achieve an optimal refresh rate (1/m).
3) DISCUSSION
In order to characterize the performance improvement of the proposed protocol, we consider the baseline transmission approach, where the nodes collect data and forward it to the sink without any computations being performed at the intermediate nodes. The data is directly transported to the sink via multihop transmissions through the shortest path routing strategy (SPRT). This approach corresponds to computing the identity function [1] , which shows that the refresh rate of computation is (1/n). The computation complexity of this approach has been analyzed in [4] , where the same approach is used to compute the max function. It has been shown that it requires (n √ n/ log n) transmissions and (n) time slots. The baseline transmission approach allows all the raw data to be delivered directly at the sink without any recovery algorithm. In contrast, the proposed protocol firstly performs computation at bin heads and then reconstructs all the raw data using a recovery algorithm. From Theorem 1, it is easily seen that our CS based approach can save energy by a factor of ( √ n/m) and reduce latency by a factor of (n/m) or ( √ n log n), respectively. Moreover, the gain of improvement for refresh rate is (n/m). Furthermore, the proposed protocol can reduce the transmission cost by a factor of ( √ m/ log n) compared to our previous work in [9] . It can be noticed that the advantages of the proposed approach over the baseline transmission approach are exploited by the fact that the measurements sampled in a dense wireless sensor network are highly correlated and the correlations make it possible for the measurements to be represented as a sparse signal, which can be exploited by the approach of CS.
B. IMPACT OF BLOCK COMPUTATION WITH COMPRESSIVE SENSING
In the previous subsection, we consider the case where each node collects only one measurement for each round of computation. It can be extended to the case where each nodes collects a block of measurements in each round to further improve the computation rate and reduce the number of transmissions. This is due to the fact that there exist temporal correlations among a block of measurements obtained at each node, which can be further exploited by CS. In this subsection, we consider the scenario where the sink collects data from n nodes with each node having a block of measurements with length N for each round. Let x i = (x i1 , . . . , x iN ) denote the measurement vector taken by node i and x ∈ R n×N represent the matrix of all the measurements sampled by n nodes. Hence, x can be represented as a 2-D signal. We assume that there exist sparsifying bases 1 ∈ R N ×N and 2 ∈ R n×n for each dimension of x, respectively. A single sparsifying basis for x can be obtained using Kronecker products as = 2 ⊗ 1 [37] , which is defined as
Then, x can be represented as x =¯ θ , where x is a vectorreshaped representation of x and θ is the vector of transform coefficients with size nN × 1.
In the following, we present a block computation protocol to compute the multiround random linear function for the above case. We will show that the refresh rate can be further improved and the transmission cost can be further reduced by considering block computation with CS.
1) PROTOCOL
We adopt the same cell partition method as above. The proposed protocol is also composed of two protocols: an intrabin protocol and an inter-bin protocol. We now present the protocol in detail and the pseudo codes of the protocol are list in Algorithm 2.
(i) Intra-bin protocol: In each cell, each node i projects its measurement vector x i to an M dimensional space using a random matrix 1 ∈ R M ×N and obtains a measurement vector y i = 1 x i . Here each node can use the Gaussian random matrix as the random matrix 1 . Then each node i takes turns to transmit y i to its corresponding bin head that node i belongs to through the shortest routing path strategy.
(ii) Inter-bin protocol: Each bin head H j generates random coefficients 2 t,i for each node i, where t = 1, . . . , M represents the index of projections obtained in the intra-bin protocol. Then each bin head further aggregates these measurements into a vector z i = (z 1,i , . . . , z M ,i ) by computing
where y t,i ∈ y i and n ξ is the number of the nodes in the bin B j . The bin head H j also takes turns to receive z t,i from its child node H k . Then the bin head H j combines all the received measurements and updates its measurements as follows
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where BH (j) represents the child nodes of H j in the spanning tree. Then the bin head H j transmits the vector z j to its parent. (iii) When the inter-bin protocol is repeated for m rounds, the sink will receive m vectors z . Recovering the signal x from compressive measurements z can be conducted by solving the following 1 -minimization problem:
where the measurement matrix can also be expressed using Kronecker products as¯ = 2 ⊗ 1 . repeat: for each active cell at each time slot 8: H j generates random coefficients random 2 t,i and aggregates the measurements by computing 13;
Algorithm 2

9:
H j combines the received measurements and updates z j by computing (14); 10: H j transmits z j to its parent; 11: until The sink obtains a linear combination with nN measurements; 12: end for 13: The sink recovers all the raw data by solving (15).
2) ANALYSIS
Theorem 2: In a noiseless random geometric network, there exists a protocol that performs block computation of the multiround random linear function with an optimal refresh rate ( N Mm ), which requires (Mn m log n ) transmissions and max{ (Mm), ( √ n/ log n)} time slots. Proof: We start our proof by studying the performance of the proposed protocol in terms of energy consumption and latency. Following the similar analysis as in the previous subsection, the number of transmissions from the nodes to the bin heads is (MLn) and the corresponding time slots required is (ML log n) in the intra-bin protocol, respectively. In the inter-bin protocol, each bin head takes Mm transmissions for one round to communicate with its parent. Since there are ( n L log n ) bin heads in the spanning tree and each transmits m measurement vectors to its parent, ( Mmn L log n ) transmissions in total are required. To minimize the total number of transmissions for the proposed protocol, we use the similar analytical method as above and then obtain L = ( m log n ). Then, the total number of transmissions is still (Mn m log n ). On the other hand, transmissions of random measurements from the bin heads to the sink can take place in a pipelined fashion and one transmission is only for one hop. As we know, the furthest bin head is ( √ n/ log n) hops away from the sink. Hence, the sink needs ( √ n/ log n) time slots to collect one random projection. Therefore, in the pipeline, the total number of time slots that the inter-bin protocol requires is (M (m − 1) + √ n/ log n). In an order sense, the computation protocol requires (Mn m log n ) transmissions and max{ (Mm), (
We now analyze the refresh rate of the proposed protocol, which can follow the same line of reasoning in the previous subsection. Here we only summarize the main reasons due to space limitations. In the intra-bin protocol, it needs O(Mm) time slots to complete this stage. Cell scheduling for the interbin protocol works as follows: 1) Bin heads and routers along the spanning tree can simultaneously transmit data without interfering with each other. 2) Inter-bin transmissions for different time indices can take place in a pipelined fashion. Therefore, the inter-bin protocol requires O(Mm) time slots to start the computation for the next round. Note that each node has N measurements for each round of computation. Thus, an ( N Mm ) refresh rate can be achieved by the proposed protocol. Similarly, for the upper bound, the sink needs to take at least (Mm) time slots to receive computation results before starting the next round of computation, which implies an O( N Mm ) refresh rate. Therefore, the proposed protocol can achieve the optimal refresh rate (
N Mm
).
3) DISCUSSION
From the analysis above, it is interesting to see that the refresh rate can be further improved by a factor of (N /M ). As discussed above, it requires (n √ m/ log n) transmissions only for the protocol without block computation. Hence, when each node has N measurements to be transmitted, it requires (Nn √ m/ log n) transmissions accordingly. In contrast, the protocol with block computation requires (Mn m log n ) transmissions. Therefore, when we consider the temporal correlations of measurements in the computation protocol, the number of transmissions can be further reduced by a factor of (N /M ). However, we also notice that block computation by our protocol does not incur the increase in latency when (Mm) < ( √ n/ log n), which is still ( √ n/ log n).
V. GOSSIP-BASED COMPUTATION PROTOCOL WITH COMPRESSIVE SENSING IN RANDOM NETWORKS
In the previous section, we have presented tree-based protocols for function computation with CS in noiseless random networks. However, tree-based protocols are susceptible to the failure of nodes or links. Specially, the failure of the link to the sink node will cause the loss of all the computation results. To address the above problem, gossip algorithms have been proposed to solve the average consensus problem. Several gossip algorithms have been proposed in [28] - [30] , but again only for some limited functions. A scheme using randomized gossip with compressive sensing has been presented for a field estimation application in [31] . Different from their work where they only considered point-to-point transmissions of computation results instead of using a multi-hop fashion, we propose a gossip-based protocol, which is able to spread computation results to each node over the network via multihop routing, to provide a more robust approach to the failure of nodes or links than tree-based protocols.
A. PROTOCOL
The proposed protocol combines the exchange mechanism as a gossip algorithm with a cell scheduling to spread computation results over the network. In the exchange mechanism, when node i contacts node j, it sends a message to node j, and at the same time, node i receives another message from node j. The cell scheduling described in Section III is adopted in the protocol. Now we describe how to compute each random projection at each node using the exchange algorithm with the cell scheduling. The computation protocol operates as follows: at the beginning of the algorithm, each node i has a measured value x i and an initial projection value y i,0 = i,0 x i . Assume that each node has a data buffer B i for exchanging messages with its neighbor nodes and the initial buffer only contains the message x i . At a certain time slot τ , the cells with the same color are active and one node i in each active cell is randomly selected to perform the gossip algorithm. Then node i randomly and uniformly selects one of its neighbor nodes, say node j, with the probability
where d i is the degree of node i. When node i contacts node j, it randomly and uniformly selects a message x k ∈ B i from buffer B i , which has not been sent to node j before. Once node j receives x k , it generates a random coefficient j,t and obtains a new projection value by computing y j,τ = y j,τ −1 + j,τ x k . At the same time, node i receives a message x l from node j and performs the same operation as node j. When each node has one random projection composed of s measurements, the sink can query m nodes to obtain random projections for recovering an estimation of all the measurements. Algorithm 3 also gives a description of the proposed protocol.
Algorithm 3
The Exchange Gossip-Based Computation Protocol 1: for each node i do Node i selects one node j from its neighbors with the probability p i = 1/d i ; 6: Node i exchanges a message x k ∈ B i with the one x l ∈ B j from node j; 7: Node i computes a projection y i,τ = y i,τ −1 + i,τ x k ; 8: Node j computes a projection y j,τ = y j,τ −1 + j,τ x l ; 9: until each node i obtains a linear combination with s measurements; 10: The sink queries m nodes to recover an estimation of all the measurements.
B. ANALYSIS
In the following, we analyze the performance of the gossipbased protocol in terms of energy consumption and latency. Data gathering with the gossip protocol includes two steps: the first step is to collect one random projection at each node with the gossip algorithm and the second step is to collect m number of random projections via querying m nodes by the sink. The time for the first step corresponds to the convergence of the gossip protocol. Obviously, the time for the first step is much larger than the one for the second step. Therefore, the latency we consider here is only related to the convergence time of the protocol, which is the shortest time that each node collects one random projection. According to the theory of sparse random projections [33] , a sparse random projection is composed of a linear combination of randomly selected s measurements x i . The above problem can be converted into measuring the information convergence time as follows. Suppose that M i (t) be the set of the measurements received by node i to generate a random projection at time t. So we are interested in finding the time by which all the nodes have |M i (t)| = s with probability 1 − ε, where ε > 0. Formally, we define the following convergence time
To prove the upper bound of the convergence time T (ε), we follow the similar method as [38] . Differently from [38] , we study partial information instead of complete information spreading. On the other hand, we study this problem in a RGG model. In the following, we use some definitions and notations similar to [38] . Let y i,t be the random projection at node i at time t, which is a linear combination of a measurement set M i (t). Obviously, y i,t = |M i (t)| u=1 i,u x u . We also denote M i (t) as the subspaces spanned by the random projection y i,t at node i. We assume the dimension of the subspaces M i (t) as the dimension of the node i, denoted by |M i (t)|. Now we introduce the notation of 'type'. If two nodes i and j have the same set of measurements at time t, i.e., M i (t) = M j (t), we say that node i and node j have the same 'type'. Using the exchange algorithm, if node i and node j have the same 'type', then the dimensions of two nodes will not increase when node i contacts node j. Recall that when each node has dimension s the gossip algorithm for a random projection stops. Therefore, we wish to find the following stop time:
At the beginning of the algorithm, since the initial value of the random projection for each node i at time t = 0 is y i,0 = i,0 x i , the dimension of node i is |M i (0)| = 1. Then, the stopping condition for each node is |M i (t)| = s. Thus, the overall dimensions of all the nodes is ns and the overall dimension increase is ns−n. Therefore, the convergence time of the gossip algorithm for each random projection is the time at which the overall dimension increases to ns − n.
We have the following theorems about the convergence time and the expected energy consumption to compute one random projection at one node. The proofs can be found in Appendices A and B, respectively.
Theorem 3: For RGG, the convergence time to compute one random projection at one node with the proposed gossip protocol is E(t) = O(
, where s is the number of measurements that should be involved in a random projection.
Theorem 4: Given a connected undirected graph G(V , E), the total expected energy consumption E in terms of the number of transmissions for computing one random projections is
C. DISCUSSION
In this section, we propose to use the gossip algorithm to compute random projections, which is based on the assumption that each node obtains a random projection by collecting the measurements from only a fraction of nodes [33] . For instance, when the dimension of each node at the stopping time is s = O(log n), the number of nodes that a sink needs to query is m = (k 2 log 2 n), where k is the sparsity of the signal. Hence, the total number of transmissions for computing one random projection is E(E) = O( ). Comparing with the schemes using randomized gossip (RG) [31] and broadcast gossip (BG) [9] , which show that O(n 2 ) and O( n 2 log n ) transmissions are required, respectively, the proposed protocol outperforms the above two schemes in terms of energy cost. On the other hand, we notice that the values of random projections obtained at each node in the RG and BG schemes is not actually accurate since the average values of random projections is computed by iterations within a certain accuracy. In contrast, each random projection is indeed a linear combination of original measurements from a fraction of nodes in our protocol. Hence, a better reconstruction quality can be achieved in our work, which will be demonstrated in the later simulations. Furthermore, in our scheme, the value of a random projection at each node is different, which makes it easy for the sink to obtain m different random projections to recover the field. In contrast, the schemes using randomized gossip and broadcast gossip have to compute m random projections at each node since the random projection at each node has the same value.
VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present some simulations to demonstrate the performance of the proposed computation protocols. We firstly discuss the compressibility of a sensing field and show that the sensing field can be represented by an orthonormal basis using the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian in random geometric networks. We then investigate the performance of the proposed protocols for both the treebased protocol and the gossip-based protocol. We implement the proposed protocols and conduct the simulations using MATLAB. For signal reconstruction, we use cvx package for CS recovery algorithm [41] . 
A. COMPRESSIBILITY OF A PIECE-WISE SMOOTH FIELD
We generate random geometric networks by randomly and independently placing a variety number of nodes in a unit square area. The transmission range is set to be √ 15 log n/n as discussed in Section III.D. The sensing field we consider is a smoothly varying quadratic field containing a Gaussian bump, as shown in Fig. 3 . Since the topology of a random geometric network is irregular and we can not directly use the transform basis such as wavelet transform basis to sparsify the sensed data, we use the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian as an orthonormal basis. The Laplacian Matrix L of the graph G(V , E) is defined as follows [42] :
where d i,i is the degree of node i. Fig. 4 shows the k-term approximation error decay of the sensing field sampled by a variety number of nodes using the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian as a transform basis. The reconstruction error is defined as ε =
, where x is the sensed data and
x is the reconstructed data using the k largest coefficients, respectively. From Fig. 4 , we observe that the reconstruction error exhibits a power-law decay with the number of the most significant coefficients k, which means that the sensing field can be well represented in a Laplacian eigenvector basis. Therefore, it is possible to make use of compressive sensing to recover an approximate field by computing a small number of random projections. We also find that the quantity k does not grow with the number of nodes at a given distortion, which implies that the number of random projections m only scales as log n when n is large enough. For example, we can use k = 18 and k = 15 for ε = 0.005 and ε = 0.01, respectively. We can see that the number of random projections required to reconstruct an approximate field is much smaller than the network size when n is large. 
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS FOR DIFFERENT COMPUTATION PROTOCOLS
In this subsection, we first study the performance of the proposed tree-based computation protocol under the physical model through simulations. The physical channel parameters are adopted as in [43] . We assume the transmission power of each node P = 0dBm(1mW ) and noise power N 0 = −100dBm. We also assume a path loss exponent α = 4 and the SINR threshold for successful transmission β = 12dB. Fig. 9 shows the number of links with interference for varying values of K . It can be seen that simultaneously transmissions for the nodes located in the cells with the same colors can be conflict-free when a proper value of K = 4 is selected. We use m = 2k log n random projections to recover the best k-term approximation field with k = 10. Fig. 6 shows the number of transmissions for the intra-bin protocol and the inter-bin protocol, respectively. From the figure, it can be seen that the transmission cost decreases with the length L of a bin for the inter-bin protocol whereas it increases with L for the intra-bin protocol, which confirms our theoretical analysis. It is also noticed that the transmission cost for the intra-bin and inter-bin protocols will be approximately close when L reaches a certain value. Fig. 7 depicts the total number of time slots for the proposed protocol with respect to L. It is shown that the latency increases with L and the number of nodes n in the network. This is because more time slots are required for the intra-bin protocol when L increases whereas the latency performance remains unchanged in the inter-bin protocol under the same size of network. On the other hand, when the size of network increases, the furthest bin head from the sink will take more time slots and more measurements to reach the sink, which results in the increase of latency performance. Furthermore, we compare our protocol with other methods using CS in terms of energy consumption. Fig. 8 shows that the proposed protocol outperforms other methods, such as cluster-based method [19] , cell-based method [9] , CDG [16] and the traditional transmission approach using SPRT. Comparing with the cluster-based method, the performance improvement is due to the fact that our intra-bin protocol needs fewer transmissions than the intra-cluster protocol in [19] , where nodes transmit data through the shortest path routing strategy without CS. The cell-based method is a special case of our method when L = 1, which has been demonstrated that it consumes the most transmission cost in our method, as shown in Fig. 6 . In contrast, CDG requires the most number of transmissions among the above methods since each node has to transmit m times. Next, we investigate the performance of the proposed gossip-based computation protocol and compare it with other CS-based schemes, such as randomized gossip (RG) [31] and broadcast gossip (BG) [9] through simulations. For randomized gossip, a node randomly selects one neighboring node to exchange random measurements and compute the average value of them during each round of computation. For broadcast gossip, a node is randomly selected to form a group with its neighbors, compute the average value of them and then broadcasts it to the neighbors. Fig. 10 shows the performance comparison in terms of transmissions for computing one random projection for different protocols. From the figure, it can be seen that the proposed protocol requires much fewer transmissions than the other two protocols. For instance, our protocol can save about 86% and 45% energy consumption over RG and BG, respectively. Moreover, in our protocol, a sink can query a number of nodes to obtain sufficient random projections to reconstruct the field. In fact, the transmission cost for such a query can be negligible in our simulations. However, in RG and BG protocols, the gossip algorithms have to be carried out for multiple times so that each node can obtain sufficient random projections. As a result, RG and BG protocols will require significantly more transmission cost than our protocol. Fig. 11 also shows the recovery quality for the above protocols under the same number of random projections. From the figure, we can see that RG and BG protocols have the same reconstruction quality under a variety number of nodes. This is because these two gossip algorithms compute the average value of random projections for each node at a same given accuracy. It is also interesting to note that our protocol can achieve a better reconstruction quality than the other two protocols.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied in-network computation with compressive sensing in wireless sensor networks. We constructed a multiround random linear function for computing random projections and proposed efficient computation protocols for function computation in centralized and distributed fashions, respectively. In the centralized approach, we proposed the tree-based computation protocols with optimal refresh rate in noiseless networks, which can save energy and reduce latency comparing with the traditional approach. We also showed that block computation with compressive sensing can improve the performance of function computation. However, tree-based protocols are susceptible to the failure of links. To this end, we further proposed a gossip-based computation protocol and analyzed the performance of the proposed protocol. Finally, we verified our analytical results through simulations for both tree-based computation protocols and gossip-based computation protocol.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Proof: In order to derive the convergence time, we should study the overall dimension increase at time t. Define D(t) as the dimension increase at time t, where
Obviously, D(0) = n and at the stop time D(t) = ns. Now define t k is the first time when any type class contains at least k nodes and D k is the overall dimension increase at time t k . We divide the convergence time into k epochs as follows:
[t 1 , t 2 ), [t 2 , t 3 ), . . . , [t k , t k+1 ).
Now consider a time t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ). Let X ij be an indicator random variable which takes the value of one if node i sends a measurement to node j and the dimension of node j increases by one. Otherwise it is zero. Let C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C b be b type classes at time t. As discussed above, if the types of two nodes i and j are the same, i.e., M i (t) = M j (t), the dimensions of two nodes i and j will not increase when node i exchange information with node j. Otherwise, if M i (t) = M j (t), then we have
where P ij is the probability that node i contacts one of its neighbors node j. Now consider the total dimension increase by the time t. As described in the above section, since the K 2 -TDMA scheduling is adopted and there are N c = O(log n) nodes in each cell, it requires total K 2 N c time slots for all the nodes to complete one round of exchanging only one message with their neighbor nodes. Thus, we have the following inequality: 
Hence, since Z k (t k ) is submaringale, we obtain E(Z k (t +1)) ≥ E(Z k (t)) = 0. Therefore, we have the following result
Recall that each node should collect s measurements to generate a random projection. Note that in inequality (26) = O(
The last third equality follows the fact that the cut size between S andS in RGG is Cut (S,S) = 3n 2 r 3 [39] and the last equality follows the fact that the transmission VOLUME 5, 2017 range r should satisfy r = O( log n n ) to guarantee the connectivity of RGG [40] . Now combining with (28) , (27) can be further derived as follows: ).
E(t) ≤
(29)
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Proof: As described in the above section, for each time slot, the selected node in each active cell needs to take two transmissions using the exchange mechanism. In addition, there are O( n log n ) nodes that are simultaneously performing the exchanging mechanism. Hence, we can obtain the total number transmissions for computing one random projection as follows
